Influence of Carrier Gas Composition on the Stress of Al₂O₃ Coatings Prepared by the Aerosol Deposition Method
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Abstract: Al₂O₃ films were prepared by the aerosol deposition method at room temperature using different carrier gas compositions. The layers were deposited on alumina substrates and the film stress of the layer was calculated by measuring the deformation of the substrate. It was shown that the film stress can be halved by using oxygen instead of nitrogen or helium as the carrier gas. The substrates were annealed at different temperature steps to gain information about the temperature dependence of the reduction of the implemented stress. Total relaxation of the stress can already be achieved at 300 °C. The XRD pattern shows crystallite growth and reduction of microstrain while annealing.
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1. Introduction

In order to obtain dense and hard ceramic coatings or films, ceramic materials have typically to be sintered above 800 °C, alumina even sometimes above 1800 °C [1]. In contrast, the Aerosol Deposition (AD) Method is a coating process to obtain dense ceramic films at room temperature with no need for any sintering process. For that purpose, an aerosol of submicron particles is accelerated by a pressure difference through a nozzle into a deposition chamber. There, the particles impact on a substrate and build a dense layer by fracture and plastic deformation of the particles on the surface of
the substrate [2]. This mechanism is called room temperature impact consolidation (RTIC). It was first investigated by Akedo et al. [2–4]. The basic setup for such a process contains an aerosol generator, a deposition chamber, and a vacuum pump. The vacuum pump builds a rough vacuum inside the chamber and inside the aerosol generator where the raw ceramic powder is placed. A detailed figure of the setup can be found in [2,3,5]. By passing a carrier gas through the powder, an aerosol is formed and particles are transported driven by the pressure drop from the aerosol generator into the chamber. By a slit-nozzle, the aerosol jet is accelerated up to several hundred m/s and ejected on the target, forming a ceramic layer at a deposition rate of several µm/min [2,5].

It is the main feature of the AD method that it does not require any sintering process for building dense ceramic layers with a closely packed structure, high strength, and strong adhesion [6]. Therefore, AD is advantageous for a broad spectrum of temperature sensitive substrate materials, including ceramics [2], metals [7], silicon [8], or even polymers [9]. Materials that have been successfully deposited by this process are non-oxide materials (AlN [10], MgB$_2$ [11]) as well as oxide materials (Al$_2$O$_3$ [12], TiO$_2$ [5,13], Y$_2$O$_3$ [14], Pb(Zr,Ti)O$_3$ [15], SrTi$_{1-x}$Fe$_x$O$_3$ [5]), and compound materials (Al$_2$O$_3$/PTFE [16], ZnS/Diamond [8]).

The characteristics of this deposition process offer a huge variety of applications, for example in MEMS technology or 3D packaging techniques [16]. Especially for that purpose, it is necessary to have a coating with a very small mechanical stress to protect the deposited film against cracks and delamination. Due to the special deposition process which is characterized by fracturing and solidification of the starting powder, high stresses within the layer are reported, e.g., by Kim et al. [16]. There the stress was reduced by adding PTFE to the raw Al$_2$O$_3$ powder. The present study was aimed at decreasing this residual stress within the layer without mixing of the raw powder with any contaminants or dopants. For that purpose, the influence of the carrier gas composition was investigated and the residual stresses of the deposited layers were measured.

2. Experimental

α-Al$_2$O$_3$ starting-powder with a particle size of $d_{50} = 0.5$ µm was prepared by wet ball milling with cyclohexane as solvent for four hours followed by the removal of the milling solvent with a rotary evaporator. After drying in a circulating air oven at 120 ºC to evaporate solvent residues, it was sieved with a 90 µm screen to break up big agglomerates and finally dried in an electrical furnace at 200 ºC in air atmosphere. After this procedure, the $d_{50} = 0.5$ µm remained unchanged with agglomerate size of less than 90 µm.

Table 1 lists the deposition conditions for the Al$_2$O$_3$ films. The pressure in the deposition chamber was 10 mbar, in the aerosol generator 250 mbar. The composition of the carrier gas was changed from 100% N$_2$ by adding O$_2$ in 20% steps up to 100% O$_2$. In a second test series, it was changed from 100% He by adding O$_2$ in 20% steps up to 100% O$_2$. The Al$_2$O$_3$ films were deposited on 150 µm thick alumina substrates at room temperature in order to evaluate the bending of the substrates due to the mechanical stress within the coating and for SEM cross-sections. The stress, $\sigma$, in the deposited layer was calculated by Equation (1), described by Stoney in [17]

$$\sigma = \frac{4E d^2}{3(1-\nu)t^2} \cdot \frac{D}{t}$$

(1)
Herein, $E$ stands for the Young’s modulus of the alumina substrate; $d$ for the thickness of the alumina substrate; $\nu$ is the Poisson’s ratio of the alumina substrate; $l$ the length of the coating; $D$ denotes the measured bending of the substrate; and $t$ the thickness of the deposited film.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orifice size of the nozzle</td>
<td>$10 \times 0.5 \text{ mm}^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance nozzle—substrate</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate temperature</td>
<td>Room temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas flow rate</td>
<td>6 L/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier gas</td>
<td>O$_2$, N$_2$, He, and mixtures as indicated in the experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweep rate</td>
<td>1 mm/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1a is a schematic drawing of the alumina substrate. The straight line denotes the alumina substrate before deposition and the bended line shows the behavior after the deposition of an AD film. The bending was analyzed under a light optical microscope (MZM1, Askania, Rathenow, Germany) with the analyzing software Progress Capture Pro (JenOptik, Jena, Germany), cf. Figure 1b. It also illustrates the meaning of the variables of Equation (1).

**Figure 1.** (a) Schematic drawing of the flat Al$_2$O$_3$ substrate without coating and of the bended one after applying the coating (red); (b) typical measurement of bending, $D$ (235 $\mu$m), and length, $l$ (19.35 mm), of the layer of a coated substrate. Deposition parameters: 100% He, film thickness $t \approx 4$ $\mu$m.

The microstructural properties of the aerosol deposited films were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Leo 1450 VP, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and high temperature X-Ray diffraction (Bruker D8 ADVANCE, 1200 °C, Karlsruhe, Germany). Therefore, the AD layers were not deposited on alumina substrate but on high temperature stable partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ) substrate, which shows well-defined and distinguishable patterns to avoid interferences with the pattern of the aerosol deposited alumina film. *X’Pert Highscore Plus* software with included algorithms
for Rietveld-refinement was used for structural analysis. Crystallite size and microstrain were calculated using the software based on the Rietveld-refinement with pseudo-Voigt fitting function.

The thicknesses, \( t \), of the deposited layers were measured by a stylus profilometer (PGK/S2, Mahr, Goettingen, Germany). Post annealing was performed in a chamber furnace in air.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of the Deposited Films

\( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) thick films were successfully deposited on the alumina substrates. A typical result is shown in Figure 2. The grey \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) AD layer has such a high stress implemented that the substrate bends and the middle of the substrate notably lifts. Cross-sectional SEM images were taken in order to analyze the microstructure of the layer as shown exemplarily in Figure 3.

**Figure 2.** Example for a typical \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) Aerosol Deposition (AD) layer on an alumina substrate after deposition. Deposition parameters: 80% \( \text{N}_2 \)/20% \( \text{O}_2 \), film thickness \( t \approx 9 \mu \text{m} \).

**Figure 3.** SEM cross-sectional fracture pattern of an \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) AD layer sprayed on an alumina substrate. Deposition parameters: 100% \( \text{N}_2 \), film thickness \( t \approx 8 \mu \text{m} \).
The difference between the AD layer and the substrate is marked. The Al$_2$O$_3$ AD-layer is very finely grained whereas the Al$_2$O$_3$ substrate is coarsely grained with a distinct interface between both. The coating itself has a thickness of approximately 8 µm (as shown in Figure 3 and validated by multiple profilometer measurements in a range of ±0.2 µm) and is homogenous without any porosities or cracks. It appears even denser than the substrate which shows some porosity. The AD layer adheres strongly to the substrate as there is no visible liftoff from the substrate. The adherence is also validated by tape tests. The films also withstand scratching with a metallic pin.

3.2. Carrier Gas Influence on Film Stress

In order to calculate the stress within the AD layer, the bending, $D$; the length of the AD layer, $l$; and the thickness of the layer, $t$, were measured. Figure 1b illustrates a coated substrate with the measurement of the bending and the length of the layer. Together with the material parameters of the substrate $E = 380$ GPa, $\nu = 0.23$ and $d = 0.15$ mm, the stress of the layer was calculated for layers deposited with different carrier gas mixtures as already described.

Figure 4 elucidates the influence of He/O$_2$ ratio in the carrier gas. Starting with 2.3 GPa when sprayed in 100% He, the stress can be halved by adding 40% O$_2$ with 60% He as a balance. A further increase of O$_2$ does not change the obtained stress anymore. A similar trend shows the mixture of N$_2$ and O$_2$ as carrier gas (Figure 5). By adding O$_2$, the film stress can be reduced successively. Starting with an even higher value than He, pure N$_2$-sprayed layers exhibit a stress over 2.6 GPa. By continuously adding O$_2$, it can be reduced monotonically down to 1.2 GPa if sprayed in 100% O$_2$. The error bars were calculated based on the propagation of uncertainties in Equation (1) with the errors of the used measurement devices.

**Figure 4.** Film stress in dependence of He/O$_2$ mixtures as carrier gas. Error bars describe the calculation of errors of the used measurement devices.
Figure 5. Film stress in dependence of N₂/O₂ mixtures as carrier gas. Error bars describe the calculation of errors of the used measurement devices.

These results may be explained with the oxidizing atmosphere inside the deposition chamber when using O₂ as the carrier gas. Here, the stoichiometric composition of Al₂O₃ could be reached much more easily than using inert, almost oxygen-free gases like He or N₂ that could possibly build Al₂O₃−δ non-stoichiometric compositions. Reasons for this could be the deposition mechanisms, for which it is assumed that an unsaturated/reactive surface is built due to the fraction of the particles into nano-sized fragments [2]. The darker color, a hint for oxygen vacancies in alumina, of the 80% N₂/20% He sprayed layer in Figure 2 compared to the 100% O₂ sprayed layer in Figure 6 supports this.

Figure 6. Example for a typical Al₂O₃ AD layer on an alumina substrate after deposition. Deposition parameters: 100% O₂, film thickness t ≈ 8 µm.

3.3. Annealing of Coated Al₂O₃ Substrates

In order to gain information about the stress relaxation in the deposited layers, several samples with different spray parameters and thicknesses between 3 and 10 µm were annealed at 800 °C in air atmosphere. Figure 7 shows one of the coated alumina substrate before annealing and after annealing at different temperatures from 200 up to 800 °C. As deposited, the Al₂O₃ layer is clearly visible as a grey film on top of the substrates. With increasing annealing temperature, the color of the deposited layer changed to white/transparent and the stress relaxed completely.
Starting with a stress of 2.1 GPa as deposited, the stress was reduced to 0.9 GPa after annealing at 200 °C. As shown in Figure 7, the stress inside the layer already completely disappeared at 300 °C leading to a flat substrate, whereas the color of the deposited layer first changed from a bright to a deep gray at 600 °C to end up as a white/transparent layer at 800 °C. To clarify this behavior, X-ray diffraction analyses (XRD) were performed at room temperature and while annealing.

The XRD patterns of the raw powder and the deposited film at room temperature and while heat treatments at 500 °C and 800 °C are shown in Figure 8. Peaks related to the PSZ substrate at 2θ = 30° and 50° are marked with a star. All the other peaks belong to alumina and are broadened at room temperature while the width decreases slightly at higher temperatures. This can be explained by the decreased crystallite size after deposition caused by the RTIC mechanism [2] and their growth at higher temperatures. Starting with a crystallite size of 34 nm at room temperature, the crystallites grow to 42 nm at 500 °C and 48 nm at 800 °C. The microstrain decreases from 0.49% at room temperature to 0.33% at 500 °C and 0.28% at 800 °C. So, on the one hand, a part of the reduction of the stress inside the deposited film is connected to crystal growth effects and the release of microstrain of the AD layer which already takes place at temperatures below 500 °C. On the other hand, the total reduction of the stress must be connected to further effects inside the substrate and the deposited film. The density of the deposited films should not affect the measurement as investigations have shown a density up to 99% by SEM cross-section.

One of the additional effects could be the healing of micro cracks [18,19]. Such healing processes are generally based on three different mechanisms. Firstly, chemical reactions may occur. The reaction products alter the nature of the crack. Adhesion, with intermolecular forces being important, and thermal annealing, where diffusion plays the key role [20], are further discussed mechanisms. Chemical reactions can be excluded due to the deposition mechanism and the XRD data. Adhesion through, e.g., van der Waals forces or electrostatic forces are not widely accepted in literature as a
mechanism for the healing of micro cracks. However, the process of thermal annealing may explain the observed behavior. Various studies [21–23] are showing that the temperature for healing of micro cracks could be significantly below sinter temperature. In case of Al₂O₃, this has already been demonstrated for a temperature of 800 °C [22]. Furthermore, Bandyopadhyay et al. [21] and Evans et al. [23] have shown the dependence of the healing of micro cracks from the length and the width of the cracks. With decreasing crack width and length, the temperature required for micro crack healing decreases.

Figure 8. XRD patterns of the raw powder and the AD layer after deposition and while heat treatment at 500 and 800 °C.

As a consequence, the micro cracks of the AD layers could be seen in the size of the nm-scaled grain boundaries and could obviously be healed at even lower temperatures. This may explain the release of the stress at such a low temperature of 300 °C.

In addition to this, the change of the color during reduction of the stress inside the deposited film, besides the crystallite growth while annealing, could also be related to the healing of micro cracks. According to Apetz et al. [24], the Al₂O₃ films should be transparent as they have a grain size below 3 µm. Here, transparency of the coating could only be achieved after annealing at 800 °C. As refraction of light at grain boundaries is the main effect in polycrystalline Al₂O₃, micro cracks could have an influence on the refractive behavior of AD layers. Obviously, the color change takes place at 700 °C, whereas the reduction of the film stress already occurs at 300 °C. Therefore, the influence of micro cracks on the optical properties cannot be clarified in this study and further investigations are needed.

4. Conclusions

The present study shows that the carrier gas has a significant effect on the formation of stress inside AD layers during deposition. By using oxygen instead of nitrogen or helium as a carrier gas, the stress can be halved. When the substrates are annealed the complete release of the stress occurs below 300 °C. XRD-patterns show crystallite growth from 34 nm to 48 nm and a reduction of the
microstrain from 0.49% to 0.28% while annealing the deposited layer at only 800 °C. As the microstrain is not removed completely, other effects like the healing of micro cracks must be responsible for the total reduction of the stress of the substrates at such a low temperature. However, further studies are needed to prove this without a doubt.
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